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To go – the future of nutrition? 

“Free time” is a combination of words that nobody knows nowadays. Business-

men run from one meeting to the next. Mothers rush to the supermarket during 

their lunch break to do their weekly shopping quickly. Even young people have 

no more time for hobbies or other leisure activities. 

Lack of time: this describes today’s society very well. Everyone is busy these 

days. The calendars are overcrowded. 

This way of life brings many conflicts with it. As a result of the acute lack of 

time, nutrition and physical activity are becoming less important. As one of the 

many consequences, the fast food industry is booming increasingly. For exam-

ple, fewer and fewer families are cooking fresh food for lunch or dinner.  Instead, 

the food is ordered and delivered directly home by the delivery service. This not 

only affects their wallets; it also affects their time together and the environment. 

1 

The acute lack of time also means that the society has no more time to eat. There-

fore, the take-away industry is moving more and more into the spotlight and the 

environment into the background. 

But for why do we take take-away products and what does it do to our environ-

ment? These are the questions that will be discussed in this project. 

Reasons for the choice of the topic 

That is why I decided to write my project work about the role of take-away prod-

ucts. I am convinced that this way of nutrition is becoming daily routine. But it 

is not as healthy as we think, neither for our health, our body and our wallet, nor 

for the world around us. And it is not only in Germany that the take-away indus-

try is exploding, it is all over the world. 

That is why the topic of my project work “’Generation to-go’ - reasons why we 

take the drink for takeaway” fits very well with the European Erasmus project 

“European sustainability vs. food waste - Intercultural solutions to find our way 

towards a sustainable ‘super meal’ in the European Union”.  

Because the take-away industry has grown a lot in the last years and there are 

numerous products from quick snacks to cold and warm drinks to whole meals, 

                                                 
1 Carsten Dierig: Isst denn keiner mehr zu Hause?!, online at https://www.welt.de/wirtschaft/ar-

ticle147625076/Isst-denn-keiner-mehr-zu-Hause.html (16.10.2015) 

https://www.welt.de/wirtschaft/article147625076/Isst-denn-keiner-mehr-zu-Hause.html
https://www.welt.de/wirtschaft/article147625076/Isst-denn-keiner-mehr-zu-Hause.html
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I decided to limit the topic for my project work. As you can already see from the 

headline, I focus on drinks for take away. For me, this sector is particularly in-

teresting, because it is quickly consumed as a side-effect and sometimes almost 

unnoticed. 

Further progress of the project work 

In the further course of the project work I will first deal with the origin and de-

velopment of the “drinks for take away”. Then I will present my self-created 

survey on the use of “drinks for takeaway” and the evaluated results. In addition, 

I explain the effects of take-away products on the environment. Finally, I will 

summarize the results of my project to answer my key question. 

Origin and development of coffee-to-go 

The origin of coffee-to-go goes back more than a hundred years. It all started 

with the invention of the paper cup in 1907 by Lawrence Lewellen, a lawyer 

from Boston, Massachusetts.2 Luellen was worried about people spreading bac-

teria when using public drinking water with common glasses.   Therefore, the 

paper cup was initially intended only for water. But the people rejected Luellen’s 

invention, so that the paper cup just disappeared at first.3 

Only with the spread of the Spanish Flu, about ten years later, Luellen’s paper 

cup reappeared and was accepted gratefully this time. The paper cup prevented 

the transmission of infection viruses and was considered a more hygienic alter-

native to glass.4 

“So wurde die Spanische Grippe ungeplant zur Marketing-Kampagne und 

von diesem Moment an verbreitete sich der Einwegbecher in den kommen-

den Jahrzehnten immer weiter.” (Grasser, 2018)5 

After the Second World War, coffee became more accessible and became a bev-

erage for the general population. Especially in the United States, coffee became 

more and more popular.6 

                                                 
2 Paper cup, History, Dixie cups online at https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Paper_cup#Dixie_cups 
3 Alexander Gräf: Coffee-to-go / Kaffee-zum-Mitnehmen Geschichte, online at https://greenape.de/kaf-

fee/coffee-to-go-kaffee-zum-mitnehmen-herkunft/ (28.02.2018) 
4 Alexander Gräf: Coffee-to-go / Kaffee-zum-Mitnehmen Geschichte, online at https://greenape.de/kaf-

fee/coffee-to-go-kaffee-zum-mitnehmen-herkunft/ (28.02.2018) 
5 Moni Grasser: Die "Coffee to go"-Erfolgsgeschichte, online at https://www.martermuehle.de/blog/die-

coffee-to-go-erfolgsgeschichte/ (30.05.2018) 
6 Moni Grasser: Die "Coffee to go"-Erfolgsgeschichte, online at https://www.martermuehle.de/blog/die-

coffee-to-go-erfolgsgeschichte/ (30.05.2018) 

https://greenape.de/kaffee/coffee-to-go-kaffee-zum-mitnehmen-herkunft/
https://greenape.de/kaffee/coffee-to-go-kaffee-zum-mitnehmen-herkunft/
https://greenape.de/kaffee/coffee-to-go-kaffee-zum-mitnehmen-herkunft/
https://greenape.de/kaffee/coffee-to-go-kaffee-zum-mitnehmen-herkunft/
https://www.martermuehle.de/blog/die-coffee-to-go-erfolgsgeschichte/
https://www.martermuehle.de/blog/die-coffee-to-go-erfolgsgeschichte/
https://www.martermuehle.de/blog/die-coffee-to-go-erfolgsgeschichte/
https://www.martermuehle.de/blog/die-coffee-to-go-erfolgsgeschichte/
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In 1964, the American kiosk and snack chain “7-Eleven” created the basis for 

today’s worldwide coffee-to-go. However, 7-Eleven did not distribute its coffee 

in Lullen’s paper cups, but mostly in plastic or polystyrene cups.7 

But the kiosk and snack chain did not invent the lid to the cup. We owe this 

innovation to the American coffee brand “Starbucks”, which originally wanted 

to create more space for the milk foam or cream on the drink in the 1980s. The 

fact that the lid prevented spilling and staining was an unconscious but positive 

side effect.8 

After the coffee-to-go was only successful in the United States at first, it also 

came to Germany in the 1990s. In 1996 Tchibo sold the first German coffee-to-

go. For the first time, only the old-fashioned filter coffee was offered, but other 

coffee specialities such as cappuccino or latte macchiato were quickly added 

later.9 

In 1998, Germany’s first American-inspired coffee shop finally opened. In ad-

dition to typical coffee specialties, it also served newly fashioned creations such 

as an Iced Caramel Mocca, a Chocolate Cappuccino or a Flat White.10 

Since the invention of the typical coffee-to-go, more and more new trends have 

emerged. The newly created drinks are becoming more complicated and absurd. 

“Filterkaffee gilt bei Nichtwissern als unkreativ und altmodisch. Ein Cur-

cuma-Latte-Macchiato erscheint dagegen hipp und modern […].” 

(Grasser, 2018)11 

The problem with the beverage revolution, however, is that the new creations 

are not so easy to produce at home. If you want to enjoy such a drink, you have 

to go to a café. 

Coffee-to-go has not been a trend for a long time, because it has been in the fast 

lane for over fifty years and is constantly reinventing itself.  

The coffee-to-go has come to stay!  

                                                 
7 Alexander Gräf: Coffee-to-go / Kaffee-zum-Mitnehmen Geschichte, online at https://greenape.de/kaf-

fee/coffee-to-go-kaffee-zum-mitnehmen-herkunft/ (28.02.2018) 
8 Moni Grasser: Die "Coffee to go"-Erfolgsgeschichte, online at https://www.martermuehle.de/blog/die-

coffee-to-go-erfolgsgeschichte/ (30.05.2018) 
9 Was ist ein Coffee-to-go? online at https://www.tchibo.de/kaffeelexikon-coffee-to-go-c400093707.html 
10 Was ist ein Coffee-to-go?, online at https://www.tchibo.de/kaffeelexikon-coffee-to-go-c400093707.html 
11 Moni Grasser: Die "Coffee to go"-Erfolgsgeschichte, online at https://www.martermuehle.de/blog/die-

coffee-to-go-erfolgsgeschichte/ (30.05.2018) 

https://greenape.de/kaffee/coffee-to-go-kaffee-zum-mitnehmen-herkunft/
https://greenape.de/kaffee/coffee-to-go-kaffee-zum-mitnehmen-herkunft/
https://www.martermuehle.de/blog/die-coffee-to-go-erfolgsgeschichte/
https://www.martermuehle.de/blog/die-coffee-to-go-erfolgsgeschichte/
https://www.martermuehle.de/blog/die-coffee-to-go-erfolgsgeschichte/
https://www.martermuehle.de/blog/die-coffee-to-go-erfolgsgeschichte/
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For the last ten years, it has been regarded as a kind of identification symbol:12 

“Wer einen To-go-Becher in der Hand hält, wirkt wichtig, gefragt und be-

schäftigt.” (Grasser, 2018)13 

Evaluation of the hypothesis on the base of a survey 

In order to be able to prove the hypothesis put forward at the beginning that 

drinks for take-away creep into our daily lives unnoticed I decided to create my 

own survey on the consumption of “drinks for take-away”. 

Structure and realization of the survey 

Men and women aged 13 to 15, 16 to 18 and over 18 were interviewed. The 

survey consists of seven questions with three main points. As can be seen from 

the questionnaire (see Appendix I), questions one to four focus primarily on the 

consumption of “drinks to go” - when are they consumed, what is consumed and 

why are they consumed? The second focus is on the effects of “drinks to go” on 

us and our environment. This is dealt in questions five and six. Question number 

seven focuses on the third main point, to what extent the drinks influence the 

environment. 

Analysis of the survey 

In the analysing process, five male and five female questionnaires from each of 

the age groups described above were drawn. In the following, these question-

naires will be analysed according to the three main points. 

Main point 1: Consumption 

About consumption, the differences between the sexes and the age groups were 

clearly visible. While 93% of women in all age groups sometimes take a drink 

with them, the percentage for men in all age groups is only 53%                                        

(see Appendix II). It is clear that the male interviewees of the 16 to 18-year-olds 

do not take a drink with them. 

The type of drink is very different and ranges from coffee and tea to smoothies. 

When asked when or why they buy a drink for take away, it becomes clear that 

the time factor is important independent of age and sex. In addition, drinks to go 

                                                 
12 Moni Grasser: Die "Coffee to go"-Erfolgsgeschichte, online at https://www.martermuehle.de/blog/die-

coffee-to-go-erfolgsgeschichte/ (30.05.2018) 
13 Moni Grasser: Die "Coffee to go"-Erfolgsgeschichte, online at https://www.martermuehle.de/blog/die-

coffee-to-go-erfolgsgeschichte/ (30.05.2018) 

https://www.martermuehle.de/blog/die-coffee-to-go-erfolgsgeschichte/
https://www.martermuehle.de/blog/die-coffee-to-go-erfolgsgeschichte/
https://www.martermuehle.de/blog/die-coffee-to-go-erfolgsgeschichte/
https://www.martermuehle.de/blog/die-coffee-to-go-erfolgsgeschichte/
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are bought on journeys and when the interviewees are thirsty. Despite the lack 

of time, 93% of women and 75% of men in all age groups prefer to sit in a café 

and spend the little time together with their friends. While mainly in the age 

group over 18 years the comfort is the reason for this, too, rather to sit down in 

a café, the interviewees under 18 years argue with the flexibility of the drink to 

take away (see Appendix II) 

Main point 2: Effects of consumption on society 

Among the interviewees aged 16 and over, regardless of gender, it can be clearly 

seen (see Appendix II) that people with to-go cups seem to be very busy and 

stressed to others. 

While the majority of 16 to 18-year-olds, regardless of gender, agree with the 

statement that the take-away drink symbolizes the lack of time, the opinion of 

18-year-olds is rather divided (see Appendix II). 

All age groups agree that the take-away drink is not a fashion product. It is in-

teresting to note, that among the 13 to 15-year-olds it is mainly women who are 

of this opinion (see Appendix II). 

Surprisingly, all age groups, regardless of gender, are clearly convinced that 

products for takeaway are unhealthy for our body and our health                                       

(see Appendix II). 

Main point 3: Environmental impact 

In order to reduce the environmental impact, a proposal was made in the survey 

to use a reusable cup. The results were, however, rather different within the age 

groups and the sexes.  

For the 13 to 15-year-olds, both sexes tend to be against the reusable cup as it is 

often forgotten.  

For 16 to 18-year-olds, male respondents would use a reusable cup if they fre-

quently bought a drink to go (see main point 1). The female interviewees tend to 

use a disposable cup because of the transport.  

Among the over-18s, all agreed that they preferred a reusable cup because of the 

environment and too much waste (see Appendix II). 

It should be noted that this analysis is based only on the results of this survey!  
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The take-away product and the environment 

Whether it is a drink or food, most products to take away are packed in disposa-

ble packaging - the coffee in the disposable cup, the noodles in the disposable 

box.  The plastic packaging has a devastating effect on our bodies, because the 

food also absorbs tiny plastic particles that have separated from the packaging. 

But the environment also suffers because the amount of disposable packaging 

increases with the take-away industry.14 

“Essen war noch nie unökologischer.” (derwesten.de, 2017)15 

The coffee cup is a good example of the unecological way in which take-away 

products are made. In Germany, around 320.000 coffees are sold per hour in 

disposable cups. These are then only in use for an average of 15 minutes and are 

thrown away afterwards. This means that about 3 billion coffee cups are thrown 

away every year. This not only means that important resources are lost in the 

shortest possible time, it also damages nature in the shortest possible time.16 

Basically, the disposable coffee cup is made of paperboard with a plastic coating 

inside to prevent the cup from softening. The origin of the paper fibres is often 

unclear and even half a litre of water is used to make the cup. The finished cup 

consists of one-third plastic and is very difficult to recycle due to the coating.17 

The cup rarely ends up in the right garbage can, because hardly nobody knows 

that the cup belongs in the yellow garbage can. Instead, it can usually be found 

in the nearest public garbage can or as “wild garbage” on the street or in bushes. 

If the cup is simply left out in the open, there is a risk that small plastic particles, 

known as microplastics, will settle and get through the ground into the ground-

water.18 

                                                 
14 Müll zum Mitnehmen: Die Kehrseite der neuen To-Go-Mentalität, online at https://www.derwes-

ten.de/panorama/muell-zum-mitnehmen-die-kehrseite-der-neuen-to-go-mentalitaet-id211110831.html 
(03.07.2017) 
15 Müll zum Mitnehmen: Die Kehrseite der neuen To-Go-Mentalität, online at https://www.derwes-

ten.de/panorama/muell-zum-mitnehmen-die-kehrseite-der-neuen-to-go-mentalitaet-id211110831.html 

(03.07.2017) 
16 Coffee to go: Einwegbecher vermeiden, online at https://www.verbraucherzentrale.nrw/wissen/umwelt-

haushalt/abfall/coffee-to-go-einwegbecher-vermeiden-12332 (05.11.2018) 
17 Coffee to go: Einwegbecher vermeiden, online at https://www.verbraucherzentrale.nrw/wissen/umwelt-

haushalt/abfall/coffee-to-go-einwegbecher-vermeiden-12332 (05.11.2018) 
18 Coffee to go: Einwegbecher vermeiden, online at https://www.verbraucherzentrale.nrw/wissen/umwelt-

haushalt/abfall/coffee-to-go-einwegbecher-vermeiden-12332 (05.11.2018) 

https://www.verbraucherzentrale.nrw/wissen/umwelt-haushalt/abfall/coffee-to-go-einwegbecher-vermeiden-12332
https://www.verbraucherzentrale.nrw/wissen/umwelt-haushalt/abfall/coffee-to-go-einwegbecher-vermeiden-12332
https://www.verbraucherzentrale.nrw/wissen/umwelt-haushalt/abfall/coffee-to-go-einwegbecher-vermeiden-12332
https://www.verbraucherzentrale.nrw/wissen/umwelt-haushalt/abfall/coffee-to-go-einwegbecher-vermeiden-12332
https://www.verbraucherzentrale.nrw/wissen/umwelt-haushalt/abfall/coffee-to-go-einwegbecher-vermeiden-12332
https://www.verbraucherzentrale.nrw/wissen/umwelt-haushalt/abfall/coffee-to-go-einwegbecher-vermeiden-12332
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waste production 

As already mentioned, the take-away products produce an incredible amount of 

garbage. “Naturschutzbund Deutschland e.V”. collected data on the share of 

disposable tableware and to-go packaging in Germany’s waste generation in 

2017 and compiled several statistics on this basis. 

In 2017, the “Naturschutzbund Deutschlands”, NABU for short, reported that 

346.419 tonnes only of disposable tableware and packaging for to-go or imme-

diate consumption came together. Of these, 58% are disposable plates, boxes 

and trays for food and 20% disposable mugs and cups for beverages                   (see 

Appendix III). Paper, cardboard and paperboard are the dominant materials in 

waste, accounting for 220.000 tonnes or 64% of the total. Plastics are in second 

place with 105.000 tonnes, a share of 30% (see Appendix III).19 

NABU also published data on the development of waste generation in compari-

son from 1994 to 2017. Within 23 years, the total amount of waste increased by 

44%. Plastic waste increased the most with 72%.20 

“Blickt man nur auf Einweggeschirr und Einwegverpackungen für To-Go- 

bzw. Sofortverzehr in der Gastronomie, lag die Steigerungsrate bei 38 Pro-

zent.” (Naturschutzbund Deutschland e.V., 2018) 

Of this, the share of mugs and cups for drinks doubled (+102%). The share of 

plates, boxes and bowls for food increased by 173%. The share of disposable 

cutlery also increased by 114% (see Appendix III).21 

One of the best-known and largest producers of disposable products is the fast-

food chain McDonalds. The company has often made negative headlines in the 

press for its wasteful use of resources and large production of garbage. Alone in 

2016, McDonalds produced 46.000 tons of packaging waste. These include the 

packaging in which the products are served, napkins and, most importantly, 

straws. This also includes the waste that is produced for and during transport.22 

Such numbers give food for thought. Ultimately, the following questions arise: 

                                                 
19 350.000 Tonnen Abfall durch Einweggeschirr und To-Go-Verpackungen, online at 

https://www.nabu.de/umwelt-und-ressourcen/abfall-und-recycling/25294.html (2018) 
20 350.000 Tonnen Abfall durch Einweggeschirr und To-Go-Verpackungen, online at 
https://www.nabu.de/umwelt-und-ressourcen/abfall-und-recycling/25294.html (2018) 
21 350.000 Tonnen Abfall durch Einweggeschirr und To-Go-Verpackungen, online at 

https://www.nabu.de/umwelt-und-ressourcen/abfall-und-recycling/25294.html (2018) 
22 Müll zum Mitnehmen: Die Kehrseite der neuen To-Go-Mentalität, online at https://www.derwes-
ten.de/panorama/muell-zum-mitnehmen-die-kehrseite-der-neuen-to-go-mentalitaet-id211110831.html 

(03.07.2017) 

https://www.nabu.de/umwelt-und-ressourcen/abfall-und-recycling/25294.html
https://www.nabu.de/umwelt-und-ressourcen/abfall-und-recycling/25294.html
https://www.nabu.de/umwelt-und-ressourcen/abfall-und-recycling/25294.html
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How could there have been such amounts of waste? 

Are there alternatives to disposable packaging? 

Problems in search of alternatives 

These numbers around disposable packaging are often a major topic of discus-

sion in media and politics. But nobody seems to feel responsible, because noth-

ing has happened in recent years. 

In the past, politicians had relied on companies taking responsibility voluntarily 

and developing alternatives. So far, this has only happened to a limited extent or 

not at all. Alternatives to disposable cups would not only be good for the envi-

ronment, they would also be good for the image of major coffee chains such as 

Starbucks.23 

“Offenbar sind die Alternativen den Ketten zu kostspielig.“ 

(Reintjes, 2018)24 

In addition, retailers and packaging manufacturers make significant profits from 

disposable packaging because a pre-portioned product is more expensive for the 

buyer.25 

“Ressourcenverschwendung lohnt sich also“ (derwesten.de, 2017)26 

Raising people’s awareness would be one of the first steps needed to reduce the 

amount of waste through disposable packaging. Only then would it be possible 

to encourage the major suppliers to rethink their approach. The plastic bag is a 

good example. Since it is no longer available for free in stores, the consumption 

has decreased significantly. But the creation of political framework conditions 

would also be necessary. For example, tax advantages for the use of reusable 

tableware or a resource tax for the placing of packaging on the market would 

make the whole thing more lucrative for large companies.27 

                                                 
23 Dominik Reintjes: Coffee to go und Alternativen zum Wegwerfbecher – Die haben einen in der Waffel, 

online at https://www.spiegel.de/wirtschaft/service/einwegbecher-die-alternativen-zum-wegwerfprodukt-
a-1199928.html (29.03.2018) 
24 Dominik Reintjes: Coffee to go und Alternativen zum Wegwerfbecher – Die haben einen in der Waffel, 

online at https://www.spiegel.de/wirtschaft/service/einwegbecher-die-alternativen-zum-wegwerfprodukt-

a-1199928.html (29.03.2018) 
25 Müll zum Mitnehmen: Die Kehrseite der neuen To-Go-Mentalität, online at https://www.derwes-

ten.de/panorama/muell-zum-mitnehmen-die-kehrseite-der-neuen-to-go-mentalitaet-id211110831.html 

(03.07.2017) 
26 Müll zum Mitnehmen: Die Kehrseite der neuen To-Go-Mentalität, online at https://www.derwes-

ten.de/panorama/muell-zum-mitnehmen-die-kehrseite-der-neuen-to-go-mentalitaet-id211110831.html 

(03.07.2017) 
27 Müll zum Mitnehmen: Die Kehrseite der neuen To-Go-Mentalität, online at https://www.derwes-
ten.de/panorama/muell-zum-mitnehmen-die-kehrseite-der-neuen-to-go-mentalitaet-id211110831.html 

(03.07.2017) 

https://www.spiegel.de/wirtschaft/service/einwegbecher-die-alternativen-zum-wegwerfprodukt-a-1199928.html
https://www.spiegel.de/wirtschaft/service/einwegbecher-die-alternativen-zum-wegwerfprodukt-a-1199928.html
https://www.spiegel.de/wirtschaft/service/einwegbecher-die-alternativen-zum-wegwerfprodukt-a-1199928.html
https://www.spiegel.de/wirtschaft/service/einwegbecher-die-alternativen-zum-wegwerfprodukt-a-1199928.html
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Although there were already alternative proposals, these unfortunately did not 

succeed. One was, for example, the reusable cup made of various materials. The 

cup needs only once resources and energy for the production and can be used 

then several years. It is practically closable, keeps the drink warm for a long time 

and also looks stylish. The only main environmental impact is only the washing 

up, but this can be solved by the energy saving mode of the dishwasher. Due to 

little advertising on the part of the traders, the small discounts of maximum 30 

cents per drink and the fact that the customer has to bring his own cup clean and 

washed, the returnable cup did not succeed as well.28 

alternative ideas 

Since large companies and national politicians do not want the problem to be 

solved, cities and start-ups have now assumed their responsibility and are offer-

ing alternatives.29 

For example, a total of nine restaurants in Stuttgart joined together to develop a 

reusable system. Orders that are placed away from home are sent in returnable 

packaging. These can then be returned with the next order or simply to all nine 

companies.30 

The city Freiburg thought big and was in November 2016 the first city in Ger-

many which created a reusable cup. This is called the FreiburgCup and can be 

filled up and returned in a total of 123 cafés and bakeries for a deposit of one 

euro. Since 2018, the corresponding lid can be bought for 50 cents.31 The city 

spent more than 60.000 euros on the project. Although the cup is very popular 

for the young people of Freiburg, after one and a half years the result was rather 

modest, as the number of disposable cups on the street was not really reduced. 

Nevertheless, this project is regarded as a model for many other projects in other 

cities.32 

                                                 
28 Coffee to go: Einwegbecher vermeiden, online at https://www.verbraucherzentrale.nrw/wissen/umwelt-

haushalt/abfall/coffee-to-go-einwegbecher-vermeiden-12332 (05.11.2018) 
29 Dominik Reintjes: Coffee to go und Alternativen zum Wegwerfbecher – Die haben einen in der Waffel, 

online at https://www.spiegel.de/wirtschaft/service/einwegbecher-die-alternativen-zum-wegwerfprodukt-

a-1199928.html (29.03.2018) 
30 Müll zum Mitnehmen: Die Kehrseite der neuen To-Go-Mentalität, online at https://www.derwes-
ten.de/panorama/muell-zum-mitnehmen-die-kehrseite-der-neuen-to-go-mentalitaet-id211110831.html 

(03.07.2017) 
31 Was ist der FreiburgCup?, online at https://freiburgcup.de/de/was.php  
32 Dominik Reintjes: Coffee to go und Alternativen zum Wegwerfbecher – Die haben einen in der Waffel, 
online at https://www.spiegel.de/wirtschaft/service/einwegbecher-die-alternativen-zum-wegwerfprodukt-

a-1199928.html (29.03.2018) 

https://www.verbraucherzentrale.nrw/wissen/umwelt-haushalt/abfall/coffee-to-go-einwegbecher-vermeiden-12332
https://www.verbraucherzentrale.nrw/wissen/umwelt-haushalt/abfall/coffee-to-go-einwegbecher-vermeiden-12332
https://www.spiegel.de/wirtschaft/service/einwegbecher-die-alternativen-zum-wegwerfprodukt-a-1199928.html
https://www.spiegel.de/wirtschaft/service/einwegbecher-die-alternativen-zum-wegwerfprodukt-a-1199928.html
https://freiburgcup.de/de/was.php
https://www.spiegel.de/wirtschaft/service/einwegbecher-die-alternativen-zum-wegwerfprodukt-a-1199928.html
https://www.spiegel.de/wirtschaft/service/einwegbecher-die-alternativen-zum-wegwerfprodukt-a-1199928.html
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Bielefeld also started a similar project in October 2017 with the Bielefeld to go! 

cup. Together with a Bielefeld supplier, the Bielefeld Environmental Depart-

ment developed the reusable cup made of high-quality plastic. The cup fulfils all 

hygiene standards and can be purchased together with a lockable lid for 3,99 

euros. Similar to Freiburg, there are several partners. In Bielefeld there are a total 

of 16 partners, each with several stores, where the cup is available in five differ-

ent colour designs. With 13 partners there are discounts of at least 30 cents, if 

one lets fill its beverage into the cup.33 

“Die praktischen Mehrwegbecher gibt es im roten Bielefeld-Design, im 

blauen Arminia-Design, im hellgrünen Design der Lechtermann-Poll-

meier-Bäckereien, in schwarzem Olsson-Bäckereien-Design und im dun-

kelgrünen Design des Westfalen-Blatts.” (ornamin.com, kein Datum)34 

A South African start-up called "#CoffeeInACone" has a completely different 

approach. The start-up wants to displace the disposable cup from the market and 

replace it with a cone.35 

“Anders als der Einwegbecher ist diese Waffel auf der Innenseite mit Zart-

bitterschokolade statt mit Polyethylen beschichtet. Die Schokolade 

schmilzt in den Kaffee hinein.” (Reintjes, 2018)36 

Ten minutes are guaranteed until the coffee can drip through the cone. A German 

marketing consultancy now supports "#CoffeeInACone" and wants to help the 

start-up to integrate into the German market. Test runs have already been carried 

out at a Tchibo store in Hamburg.37  

                                                 
33 Der Bielefeld to go“-Becher, online at https://www.bielefeld-to-go.de/index.html#header 
34 Bielefeld to go!, online at https://www.ornamin.com/referenzen/bielefeld-to-go/ 
35 Dominik Reintjes: Coffee to go und Alternativen zum Wegwerfbecher – Die haben einen in der Waffel, 

online at https://www.spiegel.de/wirtschaft/service/einwegbecher-die-alternativen-zum-wegwerfprodukt-

a-1199928.html (29.03.2018) 
36 Dominik Reintjes: Coffee to go und Alternativen zum Wegwerfbecher – Die haben einen in der Waffel, 

online at https://www.spiegel.de/wirtschaft/service/einwegbecher-die-alternativen-zum-wegwerfprodukt-

a-1199928.html (29.03.2018) 
37 Dominik Reintjes: Coffee to go und Alternativen zum Wegwerfbecher – Die haben einen in der Waffel, 
online at https://www.spiegel.de/wirtschaft/service/einwegbecher-die-alternativen-zum-wegwerfprodukt-

a-1199928.html (29.03.2018) 

https://www.spiegel.de/wirtschaft/service/einwegbecher-die-alternativen-zum-wegwerfprodukt-a-1199928.html
https://www.spiegel.de/wirtschaft/service/einwegbecher-die-alternativen-zum-wegwerfprodukt-a-1199928.html
https://www.spiegel.de/wirtschaft/service/einwegbecher-die-alternativen-zum-wegwerfprodukt-a-1199928.html
https://www.spiegel.de/wirtschaft/service/einwegbecher-die-alternativen-zum-wegwerfprodukt-a-1199928.html
https://www.spiegel.de/wirtschaft/service/einwegbecher-die-alternativen-zum-wegwerfprodukt-a-1199928.html
https://www.spiegel.de/wirtschaft/service/einwegbecher-die-alternativen-zum-wegwerfprodukt-a-1199928.html
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Conclusion 

In summary, society and nutrition have changed a lot since Lawrence Luellen 

invented the paper cup in 1907. When Lawrence Luellen invented the paper cup 

to prevent the transmission of bacteria, he probably could not have imagined that 

his invention would lead to a completely new way of eating. What began in 1964 

as coffee to go, has now been expanded to include take-away food. 

The industry of take-away products was born, which today is moving closer to 

the spotlight and affects not only us humans and our bodies, but also the envi-

ronment to a large extent. 

Answering the key questions 

When I started this project, I asked myself two questions: 

Why do we take the take-away product? 

What does this do to our environment? 

I tried to answer the questions using the coffee to go as an example. Therefore, 

I did several researches and a self-made survey. I came to the following results: 

Why do we take the take-away product? 

Lack of time. The lack of time in today’s society is one of the main reasons why 

we take the take away product. In the survey, most interviewees said that they 

would buy a drink for take-away, especially when they travel and when they 

were thirsty. Also, in the various articles I used as sources, the lack of time in 

the daily life was often mentioned as one of the main reasons. One of them ex-

pressed it like this: 

“Coffee-to-go ist der Versuch, aus 24 Stunden mehr zu machen. Viele ha-

ben keine Zeit einen Espresso oder Cappuccino mit Ruhe im Cafe zu ge-

nießen. Lieber weiter durch das Leben hetzen!” (Gräf, 2018)38 

However, it should also be mentioned that some of the interviewees prefer to 

take their time to sit in a café with their friends and spend it together                               

(see Appendix II). 

What does this do to our environment? 

Because the cup is made of paper with a plastic coating, it is difficult to recycle. 

Nevertheless, 320.000 disposable cups are sold every hour in Germany. The 

                                                 
38 Alexander Gräf: Coffee-to-go / Kaffee-zum-Mitnehmen Geschichte, online at https://greenape.de/kaf-

fee/coffee-to-go-kaffee-zum-mitnehmen-herkunft/ (28.02.2018) 

https://greenape.de/kaffee/coffee-to-go-kaffee-zum-mitnehmen-herkunft/
https://greenape.de/kaffee/coffee-to-go-kaffee-zum-mitnehmen-herkunft/
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environment suffers especially because the majority of cups end up on the street 

or in bushes instead of in the yellow garbage bin.39 As a result, about 346.419 

tons of disposable tableware and packaging for to-go or instant consumption are 

collected annually.40 

To conclude, it should also be mentioned that the issue of environmental protec-

tion has become more publicised in recent years and people have become more 

aware of it. Therefore, the development of alternatives has only now really 

started and should be observed further, especially in the coming years.  

                                                 
39 Coffee to go: Einwegbecher vermeiden, online at https://www.verbraucherzentrale.nrw/wissen/umwelt-

haushalt/abfall/coffee-to-go-einwegbecher-vermeiden-12332 (05.11.2018) 
40 350.000 Tonnen Abfall durch Einweggeschirr und To-Go-Verpackungen, online at 

https://www.nabu.de/umwelt-und-ressourcen/abfall-und-recycling/25294.html (2018) 

https://www.verbraucherzentrale.nrw/wissen/umwelt-haushalt/abfall/coffee-to-go-einwegbecher-vermeiden-12332
https://www.verbraucherzentrale.nrw/wissen/umwelt-haushalt/abfall/coffee-to-go-einwegbecher-vermeiden-12332
https://www.nabu.de/umwelt-und-ressourcen/abfall-und-recycling/25294.html
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Appendix I:  the questionnaire of the survey 
 

Sex:  masculine  feminine 

Age:  13 to 15 years  16 to 18 years  older than 18 years 

 

1. On average, how often do you order a drink for takeaway? 

 every day   weekly  sometimes   never 

 

2. Which drink do you prefer for takeaway? (coffee, smoothie, …) 

 

 

3. In which situation do you order a drink for takeaway? 

 

 

 

4. What do you do when you are having a good time with your friends? 

 order a drink for takeaway    sit in a café together 

 

Why? 

 

 

 

5. Someone with a drink for takeaway in his hands looks… 

 stressed   stylish  busy   relaxed 

 

6. Do you agree with the following statements? 

a. The drink for takeaway symbolizes a lack of time1. 

 I agree very much   I agree 

 I do not agree   I do not agree at all    I do not 

know 

 

b. The drink for takeaway is a fashionable accessory. 

 I agree very much   I agree 

 I do not agree   I do not agree at all    I do not 

know 

 

c. The drink for takeaway is good for my health and my body. 

 I agree very much   I agree 

 I do not agree   I do not agree at all    I do not 

know 

 

7. Do you use a reusable cup? 

 Yes   No 

 

Why? 

 

 

 

Thank you for taking the time to answer the questions.  
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Appendix II: Charts of the survey results 

Question 1: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Question 4: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Question 5: 
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Question 6b: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Question 6c: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Question 7: 
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Appendix III: NABU statistics 
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Appendix IV: Declaration of independence of the completed work 

 


